
(coming from the editor) 
... boundless imagination to turn an anonymous 
peripheral basement room, into a happy place to 
live and work on the reform of the always 
surprising Lola Lago; inspiration for these times 
which impones to leverage what already exists 
and pollute as little as possible with new 
constructions... 
 
 
Lola Lago 
STUDIO HOME IN SANTA COLOMA 
 
Recycling, and pop elements, irony and personalization, 
among other ingredients, share space in this studio-
home 
 
Project and construction: Lola Lago Interiores 
Colaborators: Joan Calaf, Abdul Bouchantuf 
Promoter: Eric Lutor 
Surface: 198 m2 
Budget: 130.000€ (obra) 50.000€ (amueblamiento) 
Date: 2008 
Location: Santa Coloma de Gramenet, Barcelona 
Photos: Eugeni Pons 
 
Santa Coloma is a town situated on the outskirts of 
Barcelona. It grew up with national immigration in the 
60s and today continues its development with 
international neighbours. Thus, it has become a 
multicultural neighbourhood. 
In the basement of one of those apartment blocks built 
in the 70s, and with direct access from the stairway of 
neighbours, the interior designer Lola Lago has made a 



renovation that has transformed the basement in a 
studio-home a television producer. 
The studio including a set and post production room, 
occupies 160 of 225 m2 of the premises. The rest, 60 
m2 of housing and 5 in a courtyard of ventilation are on 
the left of the lobby that shares the home and the 
studio. 
Thus, the entrance announces, with "around a 
hundred" (low cost) aesthetics, that characterizes the 
seal of Lago, that it is a basement full of ideas. The 
lid of a toilet on a pedestal of perforated sheet steel, 
for example, makes umbrella stand. A bicycle seat 
hold to the wall offers a waiting seat for clients. A 
mobile sculpture built with old cameras hangs from 
the ceiling: Lago at her best. Moreover, the solutions 
to this unwearyingly Madrilenian interior designer 
based in Catalonia has two constants: do not lose 
freshness or originality and do it with minimal 
resources. 
Not surprisingly, Lago launched just over a year ago 
interioresparatodos.es web, in which she offers 
consultancy and plans, to redistribute housing 
spaces for 100 €. In it, Lago ensures she can 
improve the lives of people through the interior 
design. And it's proven that her ability to squeeze the 
space is another “brand of the house”; this home-
studio demonstrates that, in every one of its solutions 
and details. 
 Electrical installations, for example, are part of 
the calligraphic decoration of the ceilings. Not 
because they are exempt, but because Lago has 
found a formula that reduces cots of implementation 
and maintenance: she has run cooling, electricity and 
lighting cables through corrugated plastic hoses that 
typically are embedded in the walls. But she left them 
at sight. She has drawn "to the Enric Miralles style," 



which ran cables of their lamps through the walls of 
his buildings, a series of zenith circuits. In the lobby, 
a door lined with old videotapes marks the access to 
recording studio on the right. On the other hand, a 
sliding iron structure and bi-coloured resin panels 
with aluminium honeycomb interior, allows entering 
the home. There, space is optimizing by eliminating 
walls and hallways. The main area is a studio-
lounge-dining room with patio access. Around both 
are kitchen, bathroom and bedroom. Floors and 
walls are coated with a double glossy enamel layer, 
in the flooring. 

The furniture also defines the architecture. For 
example, restored large furniture serves as storage 
space and clears the living room, where a main wall 
painted gray striped and lined with tiles of a tone 
mustard, divided the rest area from studio. 

The worktables on wheels and the apartment 
owner's face visible on top of the table by a collage-
hair wig and black rubber, can be joined to form an 
enormous table where diners sit down to sixteen. 
The table is not the only place in the house where 
the owner is present. 
Loyal to herself, Lake has also drawn the owner’s 
hands on the curtain that closes the circular window 
that connects the bedroom with the living room. The 
bed, raised on another storage module, uses three 
large drawers from Ikea as a ladder. The bathroom is 
split in two. Next to the bedroom and the kitchen is 
the area of water, while the toilet is isolated at the 
other end of the room, next to the laundry area. The 
living room takes advantage of ventilation and light 
from the inner courtyard of the house. The kitchen 
gray, and with a three heights Milestone counter, is, 
however, the most discreet part of the apartment. It 



has a different porcelanic flooring, "recycled from 
other works," says Lago. 

On a table in the studio, one of the corrugated 
plastic tubes with neon, lights with a LED, and wall, 
lined with marble, uses as a slate to write reminders. 
 The doors to the kitchen and bedroom are 
framed, again, by a detail that defines the type of pop 
work made by this interior designer: mashed up soda 
and beer cans make a string of baroque and 
colourful air, that defines the access to restricted 
areas. 
 Neither resources nor ideas fail to Lola Lago in 
her imaginative, economic, humorous and always 
surprising works. Anatxu Zabalbeascoa 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 


